Introduction
============

We continually update our representations of other individuals and utilize those representations, especially about persons with whom we form attachment relationships, to guide social behaviors. The hallmarks of these unique, close social bonds are feelings of security and concomitant affect-regulatory benefits associated with attachment figures' presence ([@nsx040-B12]; [@nsx040-B45]). In infant development, attachment is theorized to play a pivotal role in maintaining proximity to the primary caregiver ([@nsx040-B12]). Lack of perceived proximity, and accompanying distress, engages attachment representations. These attachment representations in turn provide comfort and security, facilitating exploration, in a constantly shifting system of behavioral dynamics. The extension of this theoretical framework, to explain adult romantic relationships ([@nsx040-B32]), currently serves as a predominant paradigm for understanding the regulatory powers of close social bonds ([@nsx040-B30]; [@nsx040-B53]). The so-called 'chronic accessibility' ([@nsx040-B5]; [@nsx040-B8]) of attachment figure mental representations comes about due to learning and conditioning under this inborn system of attachment bonding that is operative across the lifespan.

Recent research demonstrates that attachment figure mental representations serve various functions contributing to health and happiness. Just bringing to mind the cognitive representation of one's romantic partner, for example, promotes recovery following recollection of upsetting autobiographical memories ([@nsx040-B55]), provides distress alleviation when giving a public speech ([@nsx040-B24]), decreases the neural response to threat with partner hand-holding ([@nsx040-B14]), and reduces the subjective experience of pain ([@nsx040-B18]). Importantly, evidence supports the notion that these mental representations are flexible; shifts in cognition, behavior, and patterns of neural activation can be associated with changes in attachment.

Recent neuroimaging results show the involvement of many brain regions, and associated brain networks, in creating, updating, and using mental representations of close others. Several studies highlight the role of the dopaminergic reward system, particularly areas such as the mid-insula, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), caudate head, ventral tegmental area and putamen, in motivating pair bond formation and maintenance and in the regulation of emotion associated with thinking of a close other ([@nsx040-B9]; [@nsx040-B65]; [@nsx040-B67]; [@nsx040-B59]; [@nsx040-B1]; see [@nsx040-B19]). Research utilizing threat-anticipation tasks also links the emotion-regulatory capabilities of close other mental representations with various limbic system regions ([@nsx040-B14]).

Others associate activation of regions within the default network, a functionally connected assembly of brain regions broadly implicated in internally directed cognition, with mental representation of social others. Core brain areas within the default network include medial and lateral temporal lobes, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and lateral parietal cortices ([@nsx040-B100]). The default network is associated with several aspects of social cognition, including mentalizing (or, making inferences about other people's mental states) ([@nsx040-B100]). Personal experiences are thought to be an important mechanism in the generation of social conceptual knowledge which, in turn, leads to development and implementation of strategic social behavior ([@nsx040-B56]).

Neuroimaging research commonly uses trait-judgment paradigms to assess cognition related to social others. Early work by [@nsx040-B46] demonstrated the role of the mPFC in differentiating similar *vs* dissimilar other representations. With respect to studies of close-other cognitive representations, neural regions of interest include the mPFC and PCC (e.g. [@nsx040-B23]; [@nsx040-B34]; [@nsx040-B54]; [@nsx040-B37]; [@nsx040-B60], [@nsx040-B61]; [@nsx040-B64]). Within the literature on mentalizing, studies focus on the role of the default network in differentiating close others from strangers or self. Personal judgments about friends, over and above those about strangers, engage a network of brain regions in mPFC, PCC/retrosplenial cortex, inferior parietal lobe, lateral temporal cortex and medial temporal lobe ([@nsx040-B37]). Recruitment of these regions for friend judgments suggests that the default network plays a role in formation or access of representations of known others. Further, representations of the self are associated with greater engagement of mPFC, over and above representations of intimately known others ([@nsx040-B34]), suggesting that social proximity or attachment modulates engagement of this region, and the default network more broadly. However, no single study investigates the full spectrum of social proximity.

Here we use fMRI to examine the neural representation of known others along a continuum of attachment. We use a trait-judgment task, requiring participants to make personal judgments about a romantic partner, parent, close friend, familiar acquaintance and the self. Our goal was to determine how mental representations of salient attachment figures and others in our social world are associated with patterns of brain activity, and whether these patterns are modulated by the presence of a primary attachment bond. We predicted that, overall, trait judgments about all known people and the self, relative to a matched control condition, would engage mPFC and PCC. This hypothesis is consistent with literature investigating mentalizing and the default network ([@nsx040-B42]; Andrews-Hanna *et al.*, 2014). We also predicted that neural representations of self and attached romantic partners would be differentiable from representations of parents and friends. Strong evidence exists for the differential behavioral, physiological, cognitive and emotional responses to attachment figures---and, particularly, primary attachment figures---versus less close others ([@nsx040-B30]). As romantic partner representations are more salient than other social representations (e.g. [@nsx040-B7]; [@nsx040-B52]), we hypothesized that judgments for self and romantic partners would share a common pattern of brain activity encompassing the salience network, a collection of brain regions implicated in the detection and processing of salient environmental stimuli ([@nsx040-B63]).

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Participants were 29 healthy, right-handed young adults (16 females, 13 males; *M* age = 24 years, s.d. = 3.5 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and no history of psychiatric, neurological or other medical illness that could compromise cognitive functions. Participants gave written informed consent in accordance with the Institutional Review Board of Cornell University. Participants were selected for the scanning procedure based on the study criteria of being in a long-term, committed, exclusive romantic relationship.

Assessment of attachment
------------------------

We recruited participants on the basis of romantic relationship length and characteristics, asking that participants be in an exclusive and committed relationship for around 2 years or longer. Two years is an important milestone within adult attachment theory, as it is the time around which full-fledged attachment bonds have formed ([@nsx040-B32]). The average participant relationship length (measured in months) was well above 24 (M = 43.97 months, s.d. = 29.37).

Participants completed a pre-scan survey about their various personal relationships. Participants first provided one name per relationship condition in response to prompts (see Supplementary Appendix S1). This survey included self-report measures of attachment (WHOTO; [@nsx040-B31]; [@nsx040-B20]), perceived closeness (Inclusion of Other in Self, IOS; [@nsx040-B6]), and relationship length. Additionally, the survey included the Experiences in Close Relationships -- Revised Partner Specific ([@nsx040-B21]), Friendship-Based Love Scale ([@nsx040-B26]), Passionate Love Scale ([@nsx040-B29]), and a partner-specific questionnaire designed to assess relationship quality factors, such as satisfaction, commitment, exclusivity and emotional investment (see [Supplementary Appendix S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We confirmed participants' attachment relationships and subsequent inclusion in the study based on these self-report variables.

The WHOTO ([@nsx040-B31]; [@nsx040-B20]) is an attachment measure that determines the people with whom subjects display attachment relationships. Items are based on four attachment features: proximity seeking, separation distress, safe haven and secure base. Subjects list up to 4 most important figures in their lives for each of the 10 items. The WHOTO can be used in various ways to measure individuals' attachment to others. In the present study, we used the WHOTO in two distinct ways. First, we utilized it as a continuous measure of attachment with romantic partners, parent, and friends by scoring each item based on the individual's ranking (highest scores = listed first) and totaling these scores; therefore higher WHOTO total scores were indicative of greater levels of attachment. Second, we examined the presence of primary attachments to either romantic partner or parent by scoring each item on a binary of '\[partner/parent\] listed first?' = 1 and '\[partner/parent\] *not* listed first?' = 0.

We also investigated social cognitive closeness using the IOS scale ([@nsx040-B6]). This scale is a single-item pictorial measure of closeness and interconnectedness in dyads. The seven instances of two overlapping circles of the IOS range from mutually exclusive to highly overlapping in appearance. The IOS is a direct self-report measure of perceived closeness with relationship partners, as it is a visual representation of how individuals think of others and themselves.

Task and fMRI design
--------------------

During fMRI scanning, we used a trait-judgment task (cf [@nsx040-B25]) in which participants were asked to think about several people in their lives mentioned by name in the pre-scan survey. Each trial contained a trait adjective and a person's name; participants rated the person on each trait adjective, on a scale of 1 (unlike this person) to 3 (very much like this person). Blocks were composed of five trials in which participants were instructed to hold the person in mind continuously while making each trait judgment about that person. Blocks were interleaved with 10 s of fixation. We also included a motor control condition block, in which participants were prompted with 'Which number?', shown a number 1, 2 or 3, and instructed to respond by pushing the button corresponding to that number.

The experiment consisted of 350 trials divided across 5 runs, each consisting of 14 blocks, in turn comprising 5 trials per block. Trials were 3-s long, and a 1-s crosshair fixation screen appeared between each trial. There were two blocks per run for each of the seven conditions (partner, parent, close friend, familiar acquaintance, famous person, self and 'which number' motor control). See [Figure 1](#nsx040-F1){ref-type="fig"} for behavioral paradigm. The order of conditions within each run was randomized. Each task run lasted 7 min and 40 s. The five runs were then counterbalanced for each participant to eliminate any possibility of ordering effects of the fixed condition order and adjective order.

![Behavioral paradigm involving trait-judgment task for social others.](nsx040f1){#nsx040-F1}

Numerous participants reported uncertainty in performing this task for the famous person condition, and the neural results were a multivariate outlier. For these reasons, the famous person condition was excluded from subsequent analyses and interpretation.

Fifty trait adjectives were selected for the study in order to ensure that each word was used exactly once for each condition. The trait adjectives were selected from a list of popularly used personality terms ([@nsx040-B4]). The trait adjectives were presented in a fixed order across blocks, such that each trait adjective was paired exactly once with each condition.

Magnetic resonance image acquisition
------------------------------------

Brain imaging data were acquired using a 3T GE Discovery MR750 MRI scanner with a 32-channel head coil. This MRI scanner was located within the Cornell Magnetic Resonance Imaging Facility in Ithaca, NY, USA. Anatomical scans were acquired using a T1-weighted volumetric MRI magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (repetition time (TR) = 2530 ms; echo time (TE) = 3.4 ms; inversion time (TI) = 1100 ms; flip angle (FA) = 7°; bandwidth = 195 Hz/pixel; 1.0 mm isotropic voxels, 176 slices). Five 7 min 40 s experimental runs of blood--oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional scans were acquired with a T2\*-weighted multi-echo imaging pulse sequence \[TR = 2000 ms; TEs = 12.7, 27.5 and 43 ms; 77° flip angle; 33 axial slices; matrix size = 64 × 64; field of view (FOV) = 240 mm; 33 axial slices; 3.8 mm thick slices\].

Preprocessing of magnetic resonance imaging data
------------------------------------------------

BOLD fMRI data were preprocessed to correct for motion, physiological noise and scanner artifacts using Multi-Echo Independent Components Analysis (ME-ICA) with meica.py ([@nsx040-B39]). ME-ICA is a method for de-noising fMRI data based on information about the T2\* decay of the BOLD signal, acquired through multi-echo fMRI. Using ME-ICA, multi-echo fMRI datasets can be decomposed into independent components before these components are categorized as BOLD or noise/non-BOLD. ME-ICA robustly de-noises fMRI data by removing all non-BOLD components ([@nsx040-B39]; [@nsx040-B40]; [@nsx040-B103]). Within the ME-ICA program, the BOLD fMRI images were normalized to the standard space of the MNI template. Subsequently, data were resampled to 2 × 2 × 2-voxel volumetric time-series and smoothed with a 6-mm full width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.

fMRI analysis
-------------

### Partial least squares

Task-based analyses were performed using the multivariate technique partial least squares (PLS), a multivariate functional neuroimaging analysis technique used to identify whole-brain patterns of activity that are correlated with tasks ([@nsx040-B38]). PLS identifies a set of orthogonal latent variables (LVs) that optimally relate BOLD signal and the experimental design. The statistical significance of the detected patterns is assessed through permutation testing, whereas reliability is determined in an independent step by iterative bootstrap resampling with replacement.

PLS is sensitive to a distributed voxel response, rather than the activity of individual voxels per se, and assesses the covariance between brain voxels (BOLD signal) and the experimental design to identify a limited number of orthogonal components (LVs) that optimally relate the two. This data-driven approach determines orthogonal whole-brain patterns of activity that covary with the experimental design. Within the PLS framework, brain activity is constrained to examine the covariance between brain activity and task design. In this regard, we are able to examine robust patterns of activity only associated with the experimental conditions. Along these same lines, PLS is capable of analyzing multiple conditions simultaneously to examine covariance of response across conditions. The current study design was optimized for a PLS analysis to assess distributed patterns of activity across conditions.

Activity for each voxel was averaged across blocks for each relationship condition and normalized relative to activity at fixation preceding the trait judgment. The data matrix was expressed as a voxel-by-voxel deviation from the grand mean across the entire experiment, which was decomposed using singular value decomposition to derive the LVs representing task contrasts. Each brain voxel is given a singular value weight, known as a salience (akin to a component loading in principle component analysis), which is proportional to the covariance of voxel activity with the task contrast represented by each LV. Multiplying the salience by the BOLD signal value in that voxel and summing the product across all voxels gives a composite brain activity score for each participant on a given LV. We then used these brain scores to examine similarities and differences in brain activity across conditions and across participants. Greater activity in brain areas with positive (or negative) weights on a specific LV yields positive (or negative) mean brain scores for a given condition. PLS results can be interpreted as identifying co-varying sets of brain regions in which activity is reliably associated with the specific condition-wise contrasts represented by each LV.

The significance of each LV was determined by permutation testing, using 500 permutations with random reordering of the task conditions for each participant. PLS is recalculated for each permutation sample, and the frequency in which the permuted singular value exceeds the observed singular values is determined and expressed as a probability. In a second, independent, step the reliability of the saliences for the brain voxels across participants, characterizing each pattern identified by an LV, was determined by bootstrap resampling with replacement, using 100 iterations, to estimate the standard errors for each voxel. We set a minimum bootstrap ratio (conceptually similar to a *Z*-score) at 2.58 equivalent to *P *\< 0.01. Because the analysis is performed across voxels in a single step, no correction for multiple comparisons is required.

Systematic region of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted for several seed regions within mPFC, utilizing nine peak coordinates from a recent parcellation of this region ([@nsx040-B17]). ROIs were extracted from the following areas and corresponding MNI coordinates: supplementary motor area (SMA; 0, −14, 54), pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA; 0, 4, 62), posterior dorsal midcingulate cortex (pdMCC; 0, 12, 50), anterior dorsal midcingulate cortex (adMCC, 0, 28, 48), posterior ventral midcingulate cortex (pvMCC; 0, −2, 30), anterior ventral midcingulate cortex (avMCC; 0, 36, 24), dorsal mPFC (dmPFC; 0, 50, 28), pregenual ACC (pgACC; 0, 46, 8) and ventral mPFC (vmPFC; 0, 48, −12). Using PLS, we performed a multiple-voxel extraction with a neighborhood size of 1 for each of these coordinates. This analytic approach yielded mean response intensities, averaged across subjects, for each condition. Each region was submitted to a simple *t*-test to evaluate activation against baseline. We report on this analysis for each of the nine ROIs.

Results
=======

Behavioral results; assessment of attachment
--------------------------------------------

Our first analyses examined two critical measures: reported attachment status (WHOTO) and closeness (IOS) between romantic partners, parents and friends. Descriptive statistics for these measures are in [Table 1](#nsx040-T1){ref-type="table"}. We initially conducted repeated measures ANOVA tests across WHOTO total scores and across IOS scores. Results showed a significant difference between means of romantic partner, parent and friend WHOTO scores \[*F*(2, 56) = 22.14, *P* \< 0.001\]. Results of non-parametric analyses mirrored these ANOVA results, as a Friedman test yielded significant differences among repeated measures *χ*^2^ (2, *N* = 29) = 40.55, *P* \< 0.001. We conducted this non-parametric test to account for alternative perspectives that consider WHOTO scores as ordinal data. Results also showed a significant difference between means of romantic partner, parent, and friend IOS scores \[*F*(2, 56) = 68.00, *P* \< 0.001\]. Table 1.Descriptive statistics for self-report measuresMeasureRomantic partnerParentClose friendAcquaintanceWHOTO (*M*, s.d.)32.83, 6.8022.31, 8.466.97, 7.56--Out of 40IOS (*M*, s.d.)4.83, 1.232.93, 1.392.97, 1.551.55, 0.69Out of 7Relationship Length (*M*, s.d.)43.97, 29.37274.76, 57.7683.52, 65.8250.35, 48.12In months'How well do you know this person?' (*M*, s.d.)4.79, 0.634.43, 0.984.31, 0.662.93, 0.88Out of 5'How familiar are you with this person?' (*M*, s.d.)4.79, 0.634.57, 0.954.45, 0.743.17, 1.00Out of 5

We ran several post hoc *t*-tests to clarify the nature of attachment-related differences between specific comparison groups of interest. Results showed that participants reported significantly greater attachment to romantic partners over parents \[*t*~(56)~ = 5.22 *P* \< 0.001\] and closeness with partners over parents \[*t*~(56)~ = 5.52, *P* \< 0.001\]. Participants also reported significantly greater attachment to romantic partners over friends \[*t*~(56)~ = 13.69, *P* \< 0.001\] and closeness with partners over friends \[*t*~(56)~ = 5.08, *P* \< 0.001\]. Lastly, participants reported significantly greater attachment to parents over friends \[*t*~(56)~ = 7.28, *P* \< 0.001\], but there was no difference in reported closeness between parents and friends \[*t*~(56)~ = −0.09, *P* = 0.92\]. Taken together, these results demonstrate that participants' romantic partners and parents were attachment figures---with participants showing more attachment to partners than parents---whereas friends were, on average, not attachment figures for the participants. Our general categorization of friends as non-attachment figures is supported by previous theoretical work and behavioral results suggesting young adults' relationships with friends do not show characteristic features of attachment bonds ([@nsx040-B33]; [@nsx040-B20]).

Importantly, we further utilized participants' WHOTO data to determine their primary attachment figures. Most participants listed their romantic partners first across several WHOTO items. This distinction was especially pronounced for the WHOTO items reflecting proximity seeking, separation distress, and safe haven, whereas participants listed parents and partners first at about equal rates for secure base; this finding reflections past observations about the transition of primary attachment figures from parents to partners in early adulthood, with secure base often the final feature to be primarily directed towards partners ([@nsx040-B33]; [@nsx040-B49]). Overall, these results provide evidence that romantic partners served as participants\' primary attachment figures, whereas parents did not.

Neuroimaging results
--------------------

The PLS analysis focused on investigating neural activity changes across relationship conditions (partner, parent, friend, acquaintance, self and control). PLS analyses revealed two significant patterns of activity.

The first significant LV separated all social other---representations from the control (i.e. number matching) condition (*P* = 0.002; 70.69% covariance explained). This result replicates previous findings implicating the default network in mentalizing about others ([@nsx040-B37]; [@nsx040-B42]). Significant activations for this LV were found within areas of dmPFC, vmPFC and PCC. Other significant activations for this LV were observed in occipital cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, temporal pole, thalamus, superior temporal sulcus (STS), cerebellum, anterior temporal lobe, caudate head, middle cingulate gyrus, basal ganglia, precentral gyrus, and intracalcarine cortex ([Figure 2](#nsx040-F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 2](#nsx040-T2){ref-type="table"}).

![Results of the task PLS analysis contrasting activity across partner, parent, close friend, familiar acquaintance, self and control conditions; LV1 activation map and brain scores with 95% confidence intervals. Brain scores represent cross product of the group result image and the individual subject BOLD response for each given LV. Warm colors on activation maps (red, orange, yellow) correspond to positive brain scores associated with the partner, parent, friend, acquaintance and self conditions, shown by red plotted bars. Cool colors on activation maps (shades of blue) correspond to negative brain scores associated with the control condition, shown by the blue plotted bars. (*Left*) lateral and medial views of left hemisphere. (*Center*) dorsal view. (*Right*) lateral and medial views of right hemisphere.](nsx040f2){#nsx040-F2}

Table 2.Peak activation coordinates, LV1RegionCoordinatesBSR*XyzSocial* *** *** *\>* *** *** *Control*Medial prefrontal cortex−105830−11.54Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex−82056−11.43Occipital cortex−26−944−11.21Inferior frontal gyrus−582414−11.01Posterior cingulate cortex−8−5032−10.75Ventromedial prefrontal cortex−454−16−9.52Temporal pole−448−38−9.01Occipital cortex18−102−10−8.77Inferior frontal gyrus2616−22−6.56Thalamus−8−148−6.50Superior temporal sulcus−54−12−8−6.08Cerebellum4−62−40−6.05Anterior temporal lobe620−28−6.04Head of caudate−161014−5.64Cerebellum2−58−52−4.81Middle cingulate cortex−2−1238−4.66Angular gyrus−50−6030−4.64Superior temporal sulcus42−340−4.10Pallidum/basal ganglia−26−8−6−3.77Precentral gyrus−36−2052−3.60Intracalcarine cortex20−666−3.33*Control* *** *** *\>* *** *** *social*Intraparietal sulcus58−444610.47Posterior middle cingulate−12−28449.91MT + 48−5448.48Lateral occipital cortex−42−82308.44Intraparietal sulcus−56−36528.43MT + −64−62−47.77Mid-insula−44−4−27.16Supplementary motor area (SMA)−12−10626.81Mid-insula38−12−66.21Dorsal anterior cingulate410326.12Thalamus14−3025.59Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex444005.41Posterior superior frontal gyrus2412545.40Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex−3232385.34Inferior temporal cortex−62−40−265.33Parahippocampus/brain stem16−16−305.27Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex4040244.94Lingual gyrus−32−42−84.81Cerebellum−38−44−464.75Cerebellum−16−74−484.54Precentral gyrus38−4524.34Posterior superior frontal gyrus−228584.24Frontal pole3456−163.84Medial orbital sulcus1634−203.64

A second significant LV was observed, central to our hypothesis regarding differentiation of attached romantic partner representations versus parent and friend representations (*P* = 0.018; 13.91% covariance explained). This LV dissociated brain activity for partner and self from parent and friend. Anterior insula, anterior and middle cingulate, and posterior STS were associated with partner and self-representations. Activations in frontal gyrus, occipital fusiform gyrus, cerebellum, precuneus, frontal pole, supramarginal gyrus, anterior superior frontal sulcus, occipital cortex, thalamus, precentral gyrus, posterior dmPFC were also associated with partner and self-representations. In contrast, parent and friend judgments engaged left temporal pole and parahippocampal gyrus. Acquaintance and motor control conditions did not contribute to the multivariate pattern ([Figure 3](#nsx040-F3){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 3](#nsx040-T3){ref-type="table"}).

![Results of the task PLS analysis contrasting activity across partner, parent, close friend, familiar acquaintance, self and control conditions; LV2 Activation map and brain scores with 95% confidence intervals. Brain scores represent cross product of the group result image and the individual subject BOLD response for each given LV. Warm colors on activation maps (red, orange, yellow) correspond to positive brain scores associated with the partner and self conditions, shown by red plotted bars. Cool colors on activation maps (shades of blue) correspond to negative brain scores associated with the parent and friend conditions, shown by the blue plotted bars. (*Left*) lateral and medial views of left hemisphere. (*Center*) dorsal view. (*Right*) lateral and medial views of right hemisphere.](nsx040f3){#nsx040-F3}

Table 3.Peak activation coordinates, LV2RegionCoordinatesBSR*XyzPartner, self* *** *** *\>* *parent, friend, acquaintance*Middle frontal gyrus4010566.99Occipital fusiform gyrus−28−66−26.64Cerebellum−42−52−406.34Occipital fusiform gyrus22−84−26.30Dorsal precuneus16−64486.18Dorsal precuneus−22−76506.06Frontal pole166826.06Posterior superior temporal sulcus48−5245.60Middle cingulate gyrus−4−18365.50Supramarginal gyrus−70−42305.15Anterior superior frontal sulcus2442344.90Anterior cingulate cortex1032264.52Occipital cortex−30−100184.47Thalamus22−26−24.34Superior frontal gyrus1420584.23Precuneus−10−66404.20Ventral anterior cingulate cortex1030−84.20Precentral gyrus−400464.16Cerebellum−16−60−624.07Anterior superior frontal sulcus−1842284.07Cerebellum−36−90−344.06Cerebellum−56−66−404.01Posterior dorsomedial prefrontal cortex−1012563.95Frontal pole424603.89Middle frontal gyrus−3230403.88Cerebellum40−60−403.85Superior temporal sulcus−56−22−23.85Frontal pole−207043.82Cerebellum−46−68−563.68Cerebellum12−54−463.67Rostral anterior cingulate−440103.67Precuneus6−46543.66Inferior frontal gyrus−6020143.51Inferior frontal gyrus521623.43Rostral anterior cingulate048−43.41Inferior precentral sulcus6212123.36Superior frontal gyrus−1224563.25Anterior insula2818−103.23Anterior insula−3614−123.07*Parent, friend* *** *** *\>* *** *** *partner, self*Temporal pole−3410−34−5.19Parahippocampal cortex−24−2−42−3.54

For our ROI analyses, we conducted simple *t*-tests (*α* = 0.05) comparing each condition's voxel intensity response against baseline. Distinct patterns of response were observed for specific areas within mPFC. Most notably, results showed significant positive activation intensity for dmPFC and adMCC across all of the social cognitions (partner, parent, friend, acquaintance and self). This pattern was similar for vmPFC, with partner, parent and friend showing significant positive intensities, avMCC, with partner, friend, acquaintance and self-showing significant positive intensities, and pgACC, with partner and self-showing significant positive intensities ([Figure 4](#nsx040-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of ROI analysis examining nine seed regions within mPFC. Significance is shown through the different colors within the bar graphs; red plotted bars correspond with significant positive response intensities, blue plotted bars correspond with significant negative response intensities, and clear plotted bars correspond with non-significance.](nsx040f4){#nsx040-F4}

Discussion
==========

The present study aimed to determine how mental representations of other individuals in our social world reflect underlying patterns of neural activity and, more specifically, how our brains represent others with whom we share attachment bonds. First, we successfully replicated findings on mentalizing ([@nsx040-B34]; [@nsx040-B37]; [@nsx040-B42]), as all social conditions and the self-condition engaged regions of the default network including dmPFC, vmPFC and PCC, in addition to lateral PFC. Second, our results showed that presence of a primary attachment bond modulated neural activation associated with the mental representation of others. Specifically, ACC, anterior insula and posterior STS were associated with representations of attached romantic partner and self *vs* less-close others. Lastly, our ROI analysis results highlighted the role of vmPFC and dmPFC in representing social others and the self, with rostral cingulum regions showing robust activation for romantic partner.

In line with our predictions, results replicated the role of the default network in social cognitive processing, including mentalizing ([@nsx040-B42]; Andrews-Hanna *et al.*, 2014). Increased activation within dmPFC, vmPFC, and PCC was associated with all of the conditions involving mentalizing, a critical component of social cognition ([@nsx040-B42]), versus the control condition. Default network brain regions have been associated with attributional decisions, judgments of others' emotional states ([@nsx040-B27]), and imagining the experiences of others ([@nsx040-B37]; [@nsx040-B28]). Activations outside the default network were also observed. Recruitment of lateral PFC has been observed in studies of social cognitive reasoning ([@nsx040-B42]), consistent with the role of maintaining social information online ([@nsx040-B44]). The left lateralization is also consistent with verbally mediated processes ([@nsx040-B48]). Activity in thalamus, basal ganglia and caudate could indicate recruitment of the limbic system for emotional regulation in response to social cues ([@nsx040-B14]). Occipital cortex activity, often related to visual object recognition ([@nsx040-B41]), was possibly recruited in imagining images of social others.

A second significant pattern dissociated brain activity for judgments about partner and self from parent and friend. Increased activation in anterior cingulate, anterior insula and posterior STS was observed in mentalizing about partner and self. These regions have been implicated in social cognitive processes crucial for close bond formation, such as empathy ([@nsx040-B101]). The pattern of brain activity associated with partner and self-judgment is consistent with the topology of the salience network ([@nsx040-B102]). The salience network, including regions such as anterior insula and anterior cingulate, is thought to coordinate responses to environmental stimuli that are most important to an individual (see [@nsx040-B63], for review), such as representations of primary attachment figures and self, suggesting that this network may differentiate representations of self and romantic partners serving as primary attachment figures from other social representations. These results demonstrate that nuanced differences between neural representations of salient social figures (partner, parent, friend and self) are likely associated with differences in attachment status. Engagement of the salience network dichotomized our attachment schema, showing greater activation during mentalizing about one's self or a romantic partner versus one's parent or a friend.

Contrary to previous work suggesting the default and salience networks work in opposition ([@nsx040-B35]), we found these networks are recruited together to represent romantic partners and the self. The antagonistic relationship observed between these networks in past research may have more to do with the tasks used, which do not assess personal significance as we do in the present work. Our results confirm these networks work in concert, similar to research showing both competition and interdependence between default network function and salience network integrity ([@nsx040-B11]). Research in moral cognition also suggests an interactive role for these two networks ([@nsx040-B105]). Salience network regions such as anterior insula detect both internal and external salient events, interacting with the default network to process internal events specifically. We observed this interaction in the unique neural response to attached romantic partners and the self, wherein the default network is engaged in construction and utilization of social representations and the salience network is selectively attuned to the most meaningful of these representations.

Since cognitive representations of attachment figures are chronically accessible and serve emotion-regulatory functions, they are understood to be different in content and use from representations of less-close others ([@nsx040-B53]; [@nsx040-B45]). The mental representations we form of close others are composed of perceptually salient social memories and, yet, are differentiable depending on the specific person about whom we are thinking. As a pair bond forms, a romantic partner becomes integrated into one's sense of self---into one's head ([@nsx040-B7]) and 'under \[one's\] skin' ([@nsx040-B52]). Recent work in neurobiology highlights biobehavioral synchrony as a characteristic of pair bonds ([@nsx040-B19]). In many cases, the presence of intrinsically rewarding contact comfort and sexual activity also enables romantic attachment relationships that are uniquely intimate in nature ([@nsx040-B66]). Our finding that representations of romantic attachment partners and of the self have common neural underpinnings confirmed these theoretical principles.

In early development, parents serve as our primary attachment figures, a role often supplanted by romantic partners in young adulthood ([@nsx040-B33]; [@nsx040-B49]). Both our self-report and neuroimaging results note this social-psychological distinction; romantic partners were predominately nominated by participants as primary attachment figures. Furthermore, we observed that overall romantic partner attachment was higher than parent attachment, closeness to a parent as measured by the IOS was no different from closeness to a friend, and friend and parent brain activity covaried together. Our findings indicate that, although both romantic partners and parents categorically served as attachment figures for participants, there are subtle differences in attachment status across these categories---observable in both brain and behavior---that require further exploration. We assert these differences are related to the distinctive status of primary attachment figures and, relatedly, to the unique physical and emotional intimacy of romantic relationships. These differences could be better understood by asking participants additional questions about the nature of their romantic relationships, such as 'Do you currently share a home with this person?'

Left temporal pole and parahippocampal gyrus showed increased activity for parent and friend over partner and self. Recent work suggests that parahippocampal regions play a critical role in judgments of trustworthiness and uncertainty ([@nsx040-B10]). Parahippocampal involvement may reflect visual input related to the task or the retrieval of previous experiences with the person about whom the participant was making a judgment ([@nsx040-B3]). The temporal pole is thought to integrate social conceptual knowledge, enabling processes like empathy ([@nsx040-B51]) and sharing others' embarrassment ([@nsx040-B50]; [@nsx040-B47]). Within the context of our experimental paradigm, these neural regions may uniquely contribute to trait judgment for these individuals of varied closeness. These activity patterns could be associated with differences in cognitive processing necessary to access more distal social conceptual knowledge for others who are close to us but not primary attachment figures, for whom judgments are more readily retrieved.

Results of our ROI analyses confirmed the role played by dorsal and ventral areas of mPFC in social cognition. We found activity in dmPFC and vmPFC was robustly associated with thinking about all social others and the self. Our results support the functional separation noted in [@nsx040-B17] tripartite mPFC parcellation. These subregions fall within the 'anterior zone' and, in the present study, also fit within the functional profile of this zone, important for social cognition, affect, decision-making and episodic memory ([@nsx040-B17]). We note, consistent with the second LV, that rostral cingulum regions demonstrated a robust response to romantic partner.

Overall, these findings enhance our understanding of neural representations of known others and how attachment modulates these representations. As our experimental stimuli included names of real individuals, highly relevant to each participant, our findings provide ecologically valid evidence that mentalizing about close others is associated with different patterns of brain activation depending on social proximity and attachment. Unlike previous studies, which involved more passive tasks (e.g. viewing photos of known others), our paradigm required active mentalizing about personalized, social targets. Our initial findings provided validation of this paradigm by replicating previous findings of default network activation associated with mentalizing about known others and provided the first evidence that this association is consistent across multiple levels of social closeness. The second pattern of activity provided unique insights with respect to modulation of these neural representations by attachment. The covariance of partner and self, showing activity within the salience network, suggests that we form highly overlapping neural representations for ourselves and romantic attachment figures. Interpretation of our results provides a potential mechanistic explanation for the differentiated neural response to close others; while the default network more broadly supports social cognition for known others and the self, recruitment of the salience network is critical for capturing the nuanced representations, and their significance, of our most 'intimate' adult relationships: romantic partners serving as primary attachment figures and the self.

Our findings provide empirical evidence to support recent work on the topic of attachment indicating that human attachment representations recruit cortical and subcortical networks for processes such as mentalization and reward ([@nsx040-B19]). Future work should further consider the role of attachment in dissociable patterns of brain activity. The neural correlates of relationship quality factors---specifically, attachment styles (e.g. secure, anxious, avoidant)---remain undiscovered. Further investigations could examine individual differences in attachment styles and neural foundations of mentalizing processes. In the current study, we leveraged valid and reliable self-report measures that reflect participants' potential attachments. Our set of measures provides extensive information about participants' thoughts, behaviors, and emotions within the context of their close relationships. For future studies involving known others, we recommend the administration of these measures as a standardized battery to assess the construct of adult attachment.

With this study, we introduce a common framework across disciplines to inform investigations of the neural basis of attachment as a deeper view of social cognitive neuroscience. Attachment figure mental representations play a powerful role in assisting individuals with emotion regulation and navigation of their social environments. Further investigations could provide significant insight into how the brain represents attachment, perhaps the most important consequence of real-world social interactions. Our findings support the hypothesis that mentalizing about different attachment figures---individuals from whom we seek proximity, security and comfort---may engage unique brain response patterns. By utilizing adult attachment as one end of a spectrum of personal closeness, we can begin to disentangle some of the important functional areas and networks of the brain recruited in social cognition. Attachment styles and patterns of behavior are well-studied within social psychology; attachment theory may therefore provide neuroscientists with behavioral constructs at a high level of specificity with respect to social proximity. Here we provide preliminary support for the idea that, by utilizing attachment criteria, we can implement more directed empirical studies to differentiate how social relationships are represented in the brain.
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